The Central Unitaria de Trabajadores de Chile (CUT) and the Sindicato de Trabajadores de Starbucks Coffee Sociedad Anónima (Starbucks Union) sub mitted a case to the Chilean National Contact Point (NCP) regarding the antiunion practices of Starbucks, Inc., in Chile (Starbucks). The complaint involved antiunion campaigns and interference with the right to organize and to bargain collectively. Allegations included termination of union members and refusals to recognize the union as a representative of the employees. Starbucks initially challenged the competence of the NCP on grounds that the OECD Guidelines (the Guidelines) did not cover the Chilean subsidiary. The NCP disagreed. It determined that the firm, a multinational enterprise (MNE), was horizontally integrated and as such included both the US parent and the Chilean subsidiary.
Starbucks then acceded to NCP mediation. However, during the mediation, the CUT attended a Trade Union Advisory Committee training event where the CUT disclosed the case to other participants. Starbucks alleged that such dis closure violated NCP good faith and confidentiality rules. The NCP determined that neither were violated and that Starbucks had lost confidence in the proc ess. It therefore closed the case.
The NCP then found that Starbucks had a baseline problem in its corporate policies that complicated its recognizing the Starbucks Union. The policies referred to employees as partners even though they were not stockowners and did not share in company profits, and identified unions as unnecessary if man agement behaved benevolently. Starbucks and the union were able reach an agreement.
Commentary
Despite being sometimes ambiguous, the NCP's Final Declaration is useful to advance MNE compliance with the Guidelines and international labor stan dards. It demonstrates specificity in the Guidelines that MNEs can either com ply with or breach. Second, the NCP frowned on Starbucks' referring to its employees as partners and its attempt to cast unions as unnecessary. Both practices are commonly part of USbased MNEs. Global diffusion of such viola tions of international standards could be curbed by continued NCP disap proval and mediation. Moreover, the declaration helped buttress national labor court opinions and settlements related to the presented issues. Finally, in declaring that Starbucks Chile was part of the MNE Starbucks, the NCP con tributes to limiting the continued global "fissuring" of work.
First, the NCP was explicit that the company needed to move toward com pliance. Its recommendations underscored that "the company was slow to develop within the boundaries of international norms that regulated corpo rate social responsibility, as provided for by the OECD Guidelines." The NCP further stated that the settlement was "progress toward changing Starbucks' corporate policies and to compliance with the Guidelines to respect recom mendations relevant to corporate social responsibility." Both statements are clear that Starbucks either did not fully comply with or breached the Guidelines, particularly in regard to freedom of association.
Second, the NCP frowned on Starbucks' attempt to call workers anything other than employees or workers. Starbucks is only one of many companies that use any term but the statutory one. Statutory terms generally connote legal meanings that provide specific, protective rights. Many companies that use nonlabor terms to refer to their employees are headquartered in the United States, which is more lax than other countries in this regard.2 These companies attempt to extend the same labels to their overseas employees. The Starbucks case shows how the practice violates international norms. The NCP's decision may help curb the practice.
Third, the NCP frowned on company policies casting labor unions in a nega tive light. Opposing unions is commonplace in the US and has even generated an industry to evade unionization.3 By requesting that Starbucks refrain from stating that unions could be unnecessary, the NCP directly attacked an accepted US practice that US companies may, in violation of international standards, attempt to export.
Fourth, the NCP's decision buttressed a labor court's determination of liabil ity in Paez with Starbucks Coffee,4 further nudging Starbucks to change its behavior. In Paez, a Santiago Labor Court issued a decision that a Starbucks employee and union member had been unfairly terminated.5 Starbucks argued that the termination was for "necessities of enterprise," which under Chilean labor law allows an employer to terminate the employee but not incur the usual severance liability. On the basis of evidence presented by the employer about the employee's lack of timeliness and use of company uniform, causes not covered under Chilean law, the Santiago court decided otherwise. 6 After Paez, Starbucks settled similar claims by other Starbucks union mem bers and the Starbucks Union.7 In one, it agreed to change its company manual to reflect that it did not oppose freedom of association rights and to start a program to regularly discuss workplace matters with the Starbucks Union and to evaluate lack of promotion of union members. 8 The Starbucks Chile website, however, continued to show antiunion lan guage. Because Starbucks Chile had no control over what its US parent posted, it could not effectively comply with its Union agreement. After the NCP pro duced its draft recommendation, the firm and the union reached another agreement to resolve many of the issues.
Fifth, the NCP determined that Starbucks Chile was part of Starbucks, the MNE. One of the most difficult challenges facing labor today is fragmentation of production, what Professor David Weil of the US Department of Labor has called "fissuring."9 Fissuring involves contracting out, franchising, or closely managing production chains. In all these circumstances, lead firms attempt to escape labor and employment law liabilities, claiming that those who provide services under those relationships are not employees. However, as Weil argues, lead firms that exert control over such workers should remain liable for related labor and employment obligations.10
The Starbucks case shows that fissuring can also happen through corporate subsidiaries. However, as the Chile NCP determined, parent corporations that control subsidiaries should similarly remain liable for the labor practices of subsidiaries. In this manner, the Guidelines can help rein in aspects of global fissuring related to corporate horizontal integration.
Finally, the NCP finding that dissemination of the proceedings during the TUAC meeting did not violate confidentiality and good faith obligations is sig nificant. That a party has requested mediation by the NCP is not a protectable confidence. The Chilean NCP struck the right balance. On the one hand, effec tive implementation of the Guidelines requires voluntary submission to medi ation. In such processes, confidential information about the parties may be exposed. Parties must be guaranteed that such confidential information will not be leaked. On the other hand, complete gag orders regarding the existence of such cases before the NCPs could effectively exclude from the public eye any matter that parties agree to mediate, even those that do not include any real intent to resolve the dispute. Complete gag orders may thus silence otherwise legitimate claims.
In this case, Starbucks argued that confidentiality principles were violated when the CUT and the NCP disclosed the existence of the case to other parties at the training. The NCP asserted that confidentiality was in fact not breached because although the case had been mentioned no actual communi cations between the parties were disclosed. Because human rights claims rely on public scrutiny and support,11 total gag orders would limit the NCP's effectiveness.12 The NCP struck the right balance under the Guidelines by simultaneously protecting both confidential information of the parties and the integrity of the process as a human rights matter. The Starbucks case demonstrates that the Guidelines have practicable meaning and can be breached. The NCP provided recommendations to bring the company into compliance and frowned on the term partners to refer to employees and the suggestion that unions are unnecessary. Both practices vio late international standards though they are common to USbased MNEs. The Guidelines thus help curb further global dissemination of such practices. Last, the Final Declaration helps buttress national labor court opinions and settle ments related to the issues presented to the NCPs and helps limit continued global fissuring of the workplace. 12 Moreover, as in the present matter, a complete gag order would make it harder for labor activists to learn from others' experiences and be trained in international labor advocacy, which remains alien to many traditional labor activists and even to human rights advo cates, who seldom propagandize for labor rights as human rights. For a description of the relationship between labor rights and human rights see James A. 
